Les Antillaises
FRENCH ROUND TOWELS

FRENCH ROUND TOWELS
Les Antillaises was created from our desire to combine aesthetics with conviviality. Our round towels are a
harmonious blend of luxury for all of your escapades. Wherever you go, we help you create a space dedicated
to pleasure and relaxation.
Les Antillaises are round beach towels designed with love. Our passion for travel and for the Caribbean islands
has led us to start this magnificent adventure. Our motto is : "Luxury, calm and voluptuousness". It is nspired by
Charles Baudelaire’s poetry : Invitation to the voyage. Just like this author did with words, we wish, through our
round towels brand, to celebrate the beauties of nature. Our life is nothing but wandering ... We find the
inspiration according to our travels and encounters. From Martinique's palm trees to Indian ethnic motifs, our
creations are a tribute to the wonders of the world, to nature and fascinating cultures.
Our sensibility comes from a landscape's magnificence, from tropical plants' fragrances, from the subtle light of
a setting sun hugging the horizon... We celebrate the ocean and its splashes through our round beach towels.
Our goal is to help you create moments of happiness, sharing, magic and vagabondage ... Walk along with the
rhythm of your desires. Reinvent your space with our inspiring round towels. You are invited to exodus.
Welcome to our world. Welcome to YOUR world
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LA TROPICALE
100% luxurious cotton - 480gr/m2 Diameter of 160 cm so your feet can touch the hot sand - Size of fringes: 6cm

L'ARAWAK
100% luxurious cotton - 480gr/m2 Diameter of 160 cm so your feet can touch the hot sand - Size of fringes: 6cm
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LA FLAMBOYANTE
100% luxurious cotton - 480gr/m2 Diameter of 160 cm so your feet can touch the hot sand - Size of fringes: 6cm

L'EPHÉMÈRE
100% luxurious cotton - 480gr/m2 Diameter of 160 cm so your feet can touch the hot sand - Size of fringes: 6cm
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L'ALTHÉA
100% luxurious cotton - 480gr/m2 Diameter of 160 cm so your feet can touch the hot sand - Size of fringes: 6cm

L'EXOTIQUE
LIGHT BEACH TOWELS Ø 180cm Light fabric - 370 grams - 100% cotton, no terry towel Tassels
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THE COLOR FOR SUNGLASSES

N°SIX
CRYSTAL BLUE

N°SIX
Tortoise BROWN
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N°THREE
BLUE

N°THREE
Tortoise BLACK
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N°FIVE
RED

N°FIVE
Tortoise KAKI
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N°TWO
PLUM

N°TWO
Tortoise BROWN
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N°FIVE
CRYSTAL PINK

N°FIVE
Tortoise BROWN
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THE ECO DINNERWARE

THE ECO DINNERWARE
Ekobo is an eco-friendly enterprise specialising in the design and manufacture of contemporary home
accessories made from a natural and renewable resource: the bamboo.
We combine modern aesthetics with local craftsmanship to sustain artisanal communities, while promoting
bamboo as a socially and environmentally-responsible material.
Since its creation in 2003, Ekobo has evolved from a specialist in bamboo tableware to an eco-design brand
focusing on home living accessories. Ekobo now offers over 350 sustainable, functional and stylish products for
all areas of the home.
Designed for everyday use, at home, or on the move, this tableware range is an alternative to traditional plastics,
disposable or fragile dishware. To extend the life of our products, we’ve combined biodegradable bamboo fiber,
a highly renewable natural resource, with a 100% food-grade melamine binder.
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GUSTO trays
GUSTO’s versitile palette of pop, neutral and sultry
colors allows one to mix or match to make graphic
statements using contrasting colors or subdued
tone-on-tone combinations.

This tray combines perfectly with the Gusto cups.
Multi-purpose, il can also serve as a colourful
"apero" tray.

GUSTO lunch set
Designed for everyday use, at home, or on the move, this product is
an alternative to traditional plastics, disposable or fragile dishware. To
extend the life of our products, we’ve combined biodegradable
bamboo fibre, a highly renewable natural resource, with a 100% foodgrade melamine binder.

This lunch set includes 4 medium cups, 4 side plates and 4 large
plates. It is packed in a gift box.

GUSTO

breakfast set
This set includes 4 juice cups, 4 cereal bowls and
4 small plates for toast, complete for your family's
breakfast.
Packed in a gift box.
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GUSTO
Large Salad Bowl
GUSTO’s versitile palette of pop, neutral and sultry
colors allows one to mix or match to make graphic
statements using contrasting colors or subdued
tone-on-tone combinations.
Stackable and durable, this large salad bowl
combines perfectly with the large plate and the
small bowl.

GUSTO
Salad Tongs DUO
These salad tongs combine perfectly with the Gusto large salad bowl
or side bowl.
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BAMBINO Kid set
The set includes a shallow bowl (Ø 15 x 5 cm), a plate (Ø
18 x 2.5 cm), a cup (Ø 8 x 7.5 cm) and a small spoon (13.5
x 3.5 cm).
Available in 2 mixed colour versions for boys and girls,
these kid sets are fun and thoughtful gift for little ones in
your life and brighten up meals for your own family !
Packed in a gift Box

ANIMO

Sand Play Set

The ANIMO collection, made with bamboo fibre - a highlyrenewable natural resource, is an alternative to 100%
petroleum-based sand play toys. This 3-piece Sand Play Set
consists of a Manta shovel (Ray), a Turtle Sifter (Shelley) and
a Whale Scoop (Moby). The Bucket (Marina) is sold
separately here. The poetic animal forms will endear parents
and delight children. The bucket's poetic animal form will
endear parents and delight children.

BAMBINO Cutlery set
Available in 5 bold colours, this set includes a spoon, a
fork and a knife. They combine perfectly with the Bambino
plates and bowls.
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ECOFRIENDLY TOWELS

ECOFRIENDLY TOWELS
TUVA Towel Barcelona is a brand of super compact microfiber towels created with the idea of relating
the brand to a product with its own design, by applying fashion and creativity to a technical, innovating
product.
Designed and manufactured in Barcelona, TUVA Towels are pretty, amusing, original, light and easy to
carry.
Take up little space, without need to be ironed, dry out quickly and absorbs 4 times more than a cotton
towel. With a high durability, Tuva Towels are strong, save environmental resources, are hypoallergenic
and have antimicrobial properties.
Tuva Towel makes life easy!
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TUVA TOWELS
• Dries 5 times faster

• W a s h i n g p r o c e s s i s 6 0 % c h e a p e r.

• Energy savings are 65% less (Kw/h)

• Savings of 70% consumables (less H2O, and
detergent additives).

• Yo u c a n o m i t t h e u s e o f s o f t e n e r s

• Lifetime 3 times higher

• 70% less volume, which implies more towels in a wash machine.

• Reduces transport cost to 60% less.

• More hygienic. Prevent the appearance of fungi and bacteria.

• Absorbs up to 4 times its own weight.

• C o s t / u s e a t l o n g t e r m a r e c h e a p e r.

• More environmentally friendly, larger life
expectancy and recyclable life.
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SOLAR LIGHT HAS NEVER
LOOKED THIS GOOD
Maiori creates smart, sustainable products that are versatile, user friendly and innovative.
Producing lightning device for spaces where reflection and modernity can meet, Maiori pieces are debugged and pure, free from complexity yet considered in details and made following strict sustainability and traceability standards.
Maiori is really concerned about environmental issue as a result, every lamp they produce is solar powered ans as so are eco-friendly ! With more than 9 hours of autonomy for the bigger panels Maiori products are real life changers for anyone wanting to make energy savings.
Using OTF and aluminium, all their products are made for both outdoor and indoor use making them a
very polyvalent object of design.
With different intensity and a wide variety of colour, Maiori lamps can fit in any kind of environment without denaturing it.

La lampe
PARC
Iconic. Designed to be the brightest La Lampe, its uncovered LED
provides abundant and warm light, which is amplified by the reflective
pyramid in the base. Available in three sizes: 30cm., 40cm., and 50 cm.
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La lampe

PARIS
Easy going and adaptable, La Lampe Paris works as both a
hanging or a standing lamp, and because it is wireless, you
can virtually place it anywhere you are, indoors or outdoors.
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La lampe
PETITE
Suitable for indoors as well as outdoors use, La Lampe Petite dresses up
the spaces where it is set or suspended with a mellow, warm natural light.
Its Ultra-light structure makes it effortless carrying it around.
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La lampe
POSE 1 & 2
Featuring a 10 cm high-conversion solar module, this wireless surprise
shines for up to 5 hours in a full battery, providing 100 Lumens of warm
and focused light. Despite the size, Pose is definitely not the runt.
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La lampe
POSE 3
Featuring a 10 cm high-conversion solar module, this wireless
surprise shines for up to 5 hours in a full battery, providing 100
Lumens of warm and focused light. Despite the size, Pose is
definitely not the runt.
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Many thanks for taking the time to see our catalog.
We are working to bring you more original & quality products

BANGKOK

BANGKOK

CDC Crystal Design Center

5FT Floor , CENTRAL WORLD

Building F, Shop F101,

Bangkok 10110

1448/1 Pradit Manutham Rd.,

THAILAND
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info@lf-th.com
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